This study is aimed at detecting factors influencing perceptual feature creation. By teaching several new perceptual categories, we demonstrate the emergence of new internal representations. We focus on contrasting the role of two basic factors that govern feature creation: the informative value and the degree of parsimony of the feature set. Two methods of exploring the structure of internal features are developed using an artificial neural network. These methods were empirically implemented in two experiments, both demonstrating a preference for parsimonious internal representations, even at the expense of the informative value of the feature. Our results suggest that feature parsimony is maintained not only to optimize the resource management of the perceptual system but also to aid future category learning.
Introduction
In our daily lives we recognize elaborate perceptual categories with remarkable speed and accuracy [1] , often learning to detect new categories after single exposures to exemplars [2] . In order to explain these sophisticated capabilities it has been proposed that classical feature based theories [3] should be extended by emphasizing the perceptual system's capacity to create new complex features [4] . Previous experiments have shown that features are created both by extraction of input statistics in unsupervised settings [5] , and by providing feedback during category learning [6] . However, the specific factors underlying feature creation during new category acquisition have not been elaborated, and are therefore the focus of our research. One method which has been suggested for feature-selection emphasizes maximization of the information supplied by the features on the required categories [7] . We hypothesize that feature information value is not the only criterion for feature selection, and highlight the importance of feature parsimony, as a second dominant factor in this process. We regard parsimony as a minimization of input elements required for feature activation.
A Model Problem for Contrasting Information and Parsimony
We start by defining a model problem that will enable us to contrast the roles of information and parsimony as factors in feature creation. Our model problem consists of eight dimensional input elements (p i,i=1,.., 8 ). Each binary input element could be in an on or off state (p i ={1,-1}). The target output includes four binary actions (t i,i=1,..,4 ). The system is required to learn four categories (C i,i=1,..,4 ). These four categories are defined as mappings from the input set {p} to the target-actions {t}. Each category is defined by four specific input elements in an on position associated with an activation of a single target element (see table 1 and www.vision.caltech.edu/fink/InputDist.pdf for input description). 
Feature Structure of the Model Problem
We limit our analysis to two possible solutions for the model problem, one based on quadruple detectors and one on pair-features. Quadruple detector features emerge directly from the category structure described in table 1 (each category requires four specific input elements to be in an on state while being indifferent to the remaining four input elements). However, a second possible feature set might be used to solve the model problem. As shown in table 1, categories 1 and 2 share two common required input elements (p3 & p4). In fact, each category shares two pairs of required input elements with two other categories. Thus, we can redefine the input of each category as a conjunction of We will now try to justify our decision to limit the analysis to two possible feature sets, while relating each of these options to a different dominant factor in the feature creation process. The advantage of quadruple detectors over all other feature sets emerges from analyzing the mutual information the various features share with the required categories. Mutual information measures the reduction in category uncertainty (entropy) when certain feature detectors are available. An examination of all 256 features that require certain inputs to be active {1,*} 8 , reveals that under the exemplar distribution, quadruple detectors provide the maximum information for category detection. The maximum information hypothesis [7] states that features should be selected by their information value. Therefore, implementing this hypothesis in our model problem will lead to a selection of the quadruple detector set. In contrast a (slightly less informative) pair feature representation reduces the feature set's complexity by only requiring conjunctions of the 2 nd degree. We therefore regard the pair-features as a manifestation of a preference to parsimonious representations. 
Empirical Implementation of the Model Problem
In order to test the emerging representation we implemented our abstract model problem in a concrete experimental setting. The eight-dimensional binary inputs were implemented by presenting pictures composed of eight colored cubes (p i,i=1,..,8 ). For each cube one color was selected to function as the on state and another color as the off state (p i ={1,-1}). Thus a total of 16 colors were used ( Figure 2 ). Beneath the pictures, an array of four target-buttons was presented (t i,i=1,..,4 ). Four categories (C i,i=1,..,4 ) were defined as a mapping from the picture set {p} to the target buttons {t}. Each category was based on four neighboring, cubes in an on position. Exemplars of each category were generated by using color combinations of the remaining four non-relevant cubes ( Figure 3 ). The four categories and target buttons learned by participants. In this figure and in the following ones black indicates cubes required to be in the on state (p i =1) for the category to be present in the picture. Gray indicates cubes that were irrelevant to the category and could be either in an on or off state (p i ={1,-1}).
The intersections of the categories' relevant cubes defined the set of pair-features (see Figure 4) . Each of these four pair-features is congruent with the requirements of two categories. It was previously hypothesized that an internal representation of these pair-features might evolve due to their parsimony and efficient representation of the target categories. The initial learning session was composed of four stages. At each stage, participants learned one additional category by trial-and-error. In every trial one picture was displayed and participants were required to press an appropriate target button. If a wrong button was pressed an error tone was activated. This procedure continued until a criterion of 100 consecutive successes was met, indicating that the participants had learned to associate the new category pictures with the designated target-button. Next, we tested whether the hypothesized parsimonious pair-features have emerged.
A Neural Network Realization
In order to examine whether the quadruple detectors or the pair-features have been created, methods for exploring the hidden structure of a perceptual system should be designed. A simple Multi Layer Perceptron Neural Network is used to demonstrate the proposed methods. This network contains:
• Eight input elements (p i,i=1,..,8 )
• Four hidden layer neurons (h i,i=1,..,4 )
• Four output neurons (a i,i=1,..,4 ) each representing a possible action t i
Although our model problem was defined using binary input and output elements, the simulation neurons used continuous [-1 1] sigmoid transfer functions. The neurons of each layer were fully connected to the previous layer's elements by assigning a real number to represent the synaptic efficacy between the pre-synaptic and post-synaptic elements. The training set followed the distribution of eight-dimensional binary-inputs {p} paired with the appropriate four-dimensional binary output vectors {t}. Back propagation training was performed following [8] (see www.vision.caltech.edu/fink/NN.pdf).
Testing Feature Creation Factors with an Input Activation Search
The first method we propose for discovering hidden structure is based on searching the network's input space for an optimal input pattern that will produce a designated target output. By analyzing the pattern of input activation required to produce a specific output, part of the system's inner connectivity might be revealed. We term this "mental" search method the Input Activation Search.
A Neural Network implementation of an Input Activation Search
Input Activation Search was implemented by iteratively increasing the activation of the input units (p i ) that maximally decrease the difference between the ensuing activation values of the simulated output and the desired target output (t i ). Due to the nonlinearity of the internal units (e.g. h 2 ), we expect that once one of the connected input elements (p 4 ) is activated, the other connected input element (p 3 ) will be more effective than the remaining, unconnected input elements (p 1 &p 2 ) in activating the target output. Thus, a paired input activation structure will emerge. . At every time step of the search a small increase of activation of each input unit is tested to see how well it minimizes the difference between the current output and the designated target output. Only the most potent increase is actually performed (p i =p i + ε). Input activation of the units is bounded by an arbitrary value of ½ (simulating the reduced strength of imagery). When an input unit reaches this level it is regarded as if that input has been reported and therefore is no longer strengthened in the search process. A similar process of input deactivation (p i =p i -ε) simultaneously inhibits the non relevant inputs. The previously described neural network was used to test whether the Input Activation Search can reveal the pair-feature structure of the hidden layer. We discovered that the input elements were consistently activated in a pattern congruent with the pair-features (while quadruple detector representations generated random input activation structures). We therefore conclude that Input Activation Search results can reflect the system's inner structure ( Figure 5 ).
Experiment 1: Input Activation by Color Recall
The first experiment was designed to test whether our Input Activation Search method will detect a pair-feature structure. 27 psychology students with normal or corrected to normal vision participated in this experiment. They completed the four learning stages described above in a 2-3 hour learning session. After the initial learning session participants were requested to verbally report the relevant color-cubes for every given target button. We expect the sequence of color-cube reports to indicate whether a representation of the pairfeatures has emerged. Notice that the first two color-cubes that are reported in each category can match one of three possible patterns ( Figure 6 ). Results: All participants succeeded in reporting the four colors relevant to each category. The frequency of reporting the congruent pattern was significantly higher (p<0.01, in a binomial test, n=27) than that of the spatially similar Adjacent & Incongruent patterns in all four categories (Figure 7 ).It should be emphasized that the feature creation process could not have originated from any internal stimuli regularity like co-occurrence of color pairs, because these regularities were fully controlled. In addition, in each trial the pictures were presented from a random point of view, thus canceling horizontal-vertical biases. It should be noted that although the participants are explicitly required to verbally report each category, the sequence of reported color-cubes is an implicit measurement. We therefore believe that in addition to reflecting the internal structure that has emerged in the learning process, the reporting sequence was not intentionally or unintentionally biased by the subjects.
Testing Feature Creation by Additional Learning Facilitation
The Input Activation method demonstrated that an internal representation of pairs has been created, but it did not indicate whether this representation could be used as a tool in future category learning. We suggest that if learning future categories based on these pairs will be significantly facilitated, the internal representation of pair-features emerged as a functional tool in future learning. This method will be termed the Additional Learning Facilitation method. In our model problem, after the system learned to discriminate between the initial four categories we may require it to learn a 5 th -category either in a congruent condition or in an incongruent condition. In the congruent condition the 5 th category C 5 ≡{p i,i=1,2,5,6 =1}→{t 5 =1} is composed of a new conjunction of two pair-features (pairs that had previously appeared in two learned categories). In the incongruent condition the 5 th category C 5 ≡{p i,i=2,3,6,7 =1}→{t 5 =1} is composed of a conjunction of two other pairs each appearing in just one category (Figure 8 ). Unlike the first training session, the second training was limited in time, while monitoring the error rates of the systems in the congruent and incongruent conditions. If the congruent category is learned consistently faster than the incongruent category, we conclude that the pair-feature structure emerged as a functional tool in perceptual learning.
Neural Network implementation of Additional Learning Facilitation
The feasibility of the Additional Learning Facilitation method was tested using the neural network presented above, with one additional output. The 5 th output unit was required to remain inactive (t 5 =-1), while the first four categories were learned. Then, a 5 th category was trained either in a congruent or in an incongruent condition. The second training was limited to three epochs (three presentations of the training set). In a set of 100 randomly initialized simulations, 65 of the networks in the congruent condition learned the new category, reducing the classification error to zero. None of the networks learning a 5 th category in the incongruent condition managed to correctly classify the new category's exemplars (see www.vision.caltech.edu/fink/ALF.pdf).
Experiment 2: Additional Learning Facilitation
Experiment 2 was aimed at demonstrating that the pair-features can facilitate future category learning. After learning the initial four categories, 10 participants were randomly divided into two groups. Each group learned a 5 th category based either on congruent pair-features C 5 ≡{p i,i=1,2,5,6 =1}→{t 5 =1} or on adjacent incongruent pairs C 5 ≡{p i,i=2,3,6,7 =1}→{ t 5 =1} (Figure 8 ). The stimuli presentation process was identical to that used in the initial learning stage. Both groups were required to learn the 5 th category using a similar fixed set of 48 pictures. After the additional learning stage, participants were required to verbally report the color-cubes composing the new category. If only quadruple detectors have previously emerged we would expect that the learning rate of the 5 th category would be equal in both groups. On the other hand, if pair-features were created, they could be used to facilitate future learning of the new congruent categories. It was therefore hypothesized that under these limiting learning conditions (48 trials) only the congruent group will be able to learn the new category.
Results:
The learning rate was significantly higher in the congruent than in the incongruent condition (p<0.05, Fisher Exact Probability Test, n=10). Whereas the congruent group reported an average of 2.2 out of 4 correct color-cubes, i.e. it learned most of the new category's characteristics, the incongruent group learned, on average, only 0.8 out of the four color-cubes present in category 5.
Discussion
Our empirical study demonstrates that internal features, distinct from the categories on which the participants were trained, are being formed. We focused on contrasting the roles of information value and parsimony of a feature set as factors influencing feature creation. To this end we designed a simple model problem requiring four new categories to be learned, each based on a conjunction of four input elements. If discriminative information were the sole factor in the feature creation process, only the more informative quadruple features would emerge. Experimentally we found that participants' reportingpatterns corresponded to an internal structure based on pair-features. This shows that the information content of features is not the sole factor determining feature creation. We propose that parsimony is the other principle that plays a dominant role in the feature creation process. Our second experiment demonstrated that the pair-features might be revealed not only by biasing reporting patterns, but also by actively facilitating additional category learning. This result suggests that the perceptual system maintains parsimony not only as a resource optimization requirement, but also as a tool to assist future generalization, because parsimonious features are more likely to appear in future categories. We claim that this study exhibited, for the first time, that the creation of new features is not necessarily a result of frequent co-occurrence or of gestalt biases (like spatial proximity or color similarity). Furthermore, it is not necessarily induced by direct feedback. The pair-features in our experiments were created due to both their high discriminative information on the learned categories and their parsimonious structure.
